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Sustainability is Ingrained in Jyske Bank’s Vision
“We have an ambition of running our
business responsibly and in a way that
promotes sustainability.”

•

Promoting sustainability as expressed in UN’s 17
Sustainable Development Goals with focus on
both direct and indirect impacts.

•

With the approach “All progress counts”,
responsible banking remains an integrated part
of our operations, supplemented by the key
priority of promoting sustainability through
business activities such as lending and
investments.

•

Jyske Bank is a signatory of UN’s Principles for
Responsible Banking and Net Zero Asset
Managers Initiative.
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A Holistic Approach Focused on Impact
Identifying negative and positive areas of impact on the SDGs
Principles for Responsible Banking as framework for work on sustainability:
Jyske Bank aims to promote sustainability as expressed in UN’s 17 Sustainable
Development Goals - with focus on both direct and indirect impacts.
Identifying impact areas: Our impact analysis identifies the most significant
areas that are challenged in relation to the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development
Goals on the basis of the current business model (”negative impacts”) and
similarly the areas of activity that support sustainability (”positive impacts”).
Quantification of impacts provides guideline for future efforts:
• Jyske Bank has identified climate as the most relevant impact area and
estimated the CO2 emission for lending and investing activities.
•

The estimates are a guideline for the further efforts to identify possibilities
of reducing negative impacts and enhancing positive impacts. Estimates will
be updated on an annual basis.

Climate impact mainly stems from financed emissions

Business volume and CO2 emission

CO2 emission of 2.3m tonnes: 63% relate to loans and 37% to investments
•
•
•

Corporate loans account for 43%, mainly caused by the transport industry.
Loans for personal clients account for 20%, almost equally distributed on
home loans and car loans.
Asset mgmt. on behalf of clients accounts for 26%, down by decrease
driven by opting for the less CO2 intensive alternative.

Next step: Reduce negative/increase positive impact and establish targets
•
•

Business volume
DKKbn

Focus on bringing the impact analysis and the ensuing CO2 estimates into
play as a basis of decision making for the business units.

Launching products that support sustainability, having launched sustainable
investment products, loans for energy improvements of homes as well as
green mortgage product for commercial clients.

Investment

2020

182.0

2019

179.2

Asset mgmt.

110.6

114.4

Loans

418.4

417.2

Inv. portfolio

Personal clients

Corporate clients
Total

Note: Please visit investor.jyskebank.com/investorrelations/sustainability for further information on Jyske Bank’s impact analysis.

71.4

195.9

222.5

600.3

64.8

197.6

219.6

596.4

Emission
tonnes CO2 (000s)

∆
2.7

-3.9

2020

2019

619.2

914.1

869.4 1,097.3

6.6

250.2

-1.7

478.4

183.2

CO2 tonnes per
DKKm
∆

-227.9
-294.9
67.0

2020

2019

5.60

7.99

4.78
3.50

6.12
2.83

1.2 1,479.6 1,607.6

-128.0

3.54

3.85

2.9 1,001.2 1,107.7

-106.5

4.50

5.04

499.9

3.9 2,349.1 2,704.9

-21.5

-355.8

2.44

3.91
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2.53

4.54

Sustainable Business
Offers financing solutions
that support sustainable transition

Simplifies sustainable
investment

Provides knowledge of
sustainability

Jyske Bank has identified five sustainable lending
areas where financing especially can contribute
to a reduction of the CO2 emission and support a
sustainable transition.

Jyske Bank aims to make sustainable investment
simple and accessible for clients by offering
sustainable products, advice and services.

Jyske Bank wants to ensure that clients are able
to make informed decisions through a nuanced
and transparent approach to sustainability.

Our responsible investment spans four pillars:

We have so far focused on three areas:

We have set goals to help realise the potential:
•

Financing 4.5 TWh renewable power in 2025
by supporting development of wind and solar
energy (2020: 2.5 TWh).

•

In 2025, 40% of new vehicles loans will
finance low-emission vehicles.

•

Financing of DKK 40bn of commercial
property with low energy consumption by
2025 (2020: DKK 31bn).

•

Developing products that assist and motivate
clients to undertake energy improvements of
their properties (e.g. energy loans and CO2
calculator).

•

Active ownership and engagement with
companies on e.g. sustainability.

•

•

•

•

Integration and governance of ESG factors in
investment decisions, processes and
products.

Informing clients about energy improvement
by news letters, webinars and blog posts
given subsidies from authorities and
favorable remortgaging opportunities.

•

Inclusion and exclusion of investment
candidates solely based on sustainabilityrelated matters.

What’s behind your investments? New
methods and workflows facilitate increased
transparency on investments’ ESG data.

•

Got a Minute? Informing on best
sustainability practice in a series of miniportraits of companies that successfully
integrated sustainability in business models.

Communication and reporting on
investments and the results of our efforts
through e.g. sustainability fact sheets.
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Our Sustainability Objectives
Objectives and initiatives
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Responsible Banking Operations
Prevention of financial crime
Minimising the risk of being abused for financial crimes
such as money laundering and financing of terror through
education, governance and systematic surveillance.
IT and data security
Ensuring a sufficient IT and data security level to
withstand the prevailing cyber threat by constantly
testing systems and educating employees.
Responsible employer
Aiming to stay an attractive place to work that ensures
job satisfaction, equal rights and development
opportunities for all employees in a healthy environment.
Sustainable banking operations
Reducing the negative impact on society.

Electricity consumption is offset by own renewable
energy production. By end-2022, emissions related to
district heating and company cars will also be offset.

Energy management systems installed on all locations in
order to keep reducing consumption. Company cars will
gradually be replaced by low-emission vehicles.

Jyske Bank’s wind turbine
In 2020, Jyske Bank acquired a
Vestas V136 4.2 MW wind
turbine, a part of Denmark’s first
subsidy-free wind park at Port of
Hirtshals. It produced 16.1 GWh
in 2020.

Social engagement
Engaging in several social projects and efforts to make a
difference in regards to e.g. financial safety, well-being
and social relationships through our resources and skills.
Healthy corporate culture
Promoting integrity as well as highly ethical and
professional standards, underpinned by a framework of
policies of good practice and education of employees.
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ESG Ratings (updated as per August 2021)
Rating: Medium risk
(top 40% of rated financial institutions)

Rating: AAA
(top 3% of rated banks)
ESG ratings

Rating: C(top 20% of rated financial institutions)

Jyske Bank is committed to transparency and
making information on ESG matters accessible.
We select relevant ESG raters and enter into a
dialogue with them. The selection is assessed on
an ongoing basis.

Rating: C
(financial sector average is B)

46/100
(Ranked 39 of 96 rated in sector)

Note: Jyske updates data on Nasdaq’s platform and is included in the Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index.
Please visit investor.jyskebank.com/investorrelations/sustainability for further information on Jyske Bank’s impact analysis, ESG Fact Book and report on sustainability.
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General Legal Disclaimer
•

Each of this document (the “Presentation”) and any related presentations (together with the Presentation, the “Information Package”) has been prepared by Jyske
Bank A/S (the “Bank”) for the sole use of the parties to whom it is delivered. The Bank is solely responsible for the Information Package. The Information
Package and its contents (the “Information”) are strictly confidential, are intended for use by the recipient for information purposes only and may not be
reproduced in any form or further distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. Failure to comply with this restriction
may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws.

•

The Information Package does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell, or the solicitation or invitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for,
securities in any jurisdiction or an inducement to enter into investment activity.

•

No representation, warranty or undertaking, expressed or implied, is or will be made by the Bank, its affiliates, advisers or representatives or any other person as to, and no reliance
should be placed on, the truth, fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or the opinions contained herein (and whether any information has been omitted
from the Information Package). To the extent permitted by law, the Bank and each of its directors, officers, employees, affiliates, advisers and representatives disclaim all liability
whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss however arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of the Information Package, the Information or otherwise arising in connection
with the Information Package.

•

The Information Package contains financial information regarding the businesses and assets of the Bank and its consolidated subsidiaries. Such financial information may not have
been audited, reviewed or verified by an independent accounting firm. The inclusion of such financial information in the Information Package should not be regarding as a
representation or warranty by the Bank, any of its affiliates, advisers or representatives or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of such information’s portrayal of the
business, financial condition, results of operations, trading position or prospects by the Bank and should not be relied upon when making an investment decision.

•

Certain data in the Information Package was obtained from various external data sources and the Bank has not verified such data with independent sources. Accordingly, the Bank
makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of that data, and such data involves risks and uncertainties and is subject to change based on various factors. In
addition, certain data in the Information Package has been rounded. As a result of such rounding, the totals of data prescribed in the Information Package may vary slightly from the
arithmetic total of such data.

•

The Information Package may include forward-looking statements prepared by the Bank. Any opinions, forecasts, projections or other statements other than statements of historical
fact are forward-looking statements. Such statements are based on current expectations and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results or developments to
differ materially from any expected future events or results referred to in or implied by these forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained in the
Information Package speak only as of the date that the Information Package was prepared and the Bank does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future developments, occurrence of unanticipated events or otherwise. Any forward-looking statements contained in the
Information Package are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this section.

•

The distribution of the Information Package in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession the Information Package or other information referred
to therein comes should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the securities laws of
any such jurisdiction. The Information Package and any materials distributed in connection therewith are not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity
that is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or
which would require any registration or licensing with in such jurisdiction. The Bank does not accept any liability to any person in relation to the distribution or possession of the
Information Package in or from any jurisdiction.

•

Nothing in the Information Package should be construed as legal, tax, regulatory, accounting or investment advice. Each recipient of the Information Package should make its own
independent investigation and appraisal of the business, operations, financial condition, prospects, creditworthiness, status and affairs of the Bank and consult with its own legal, tax,
regulatory, accounting or investment advisers to the extent necessary.
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